
Unity Hoops Leadership Academy 
 

A month-long summer program for 12-15 year-old Native youth living on or near the Crow 
reservation in Montana that integrates a social justice-centered education with the locally popular 
game of basketball to empower students to become change-agents in their community. We 
regularly stress that the qualities of teamwork, dedication, poise under pressure, critical thinking, 
and more, that are needed for success on the court, are also vital to any collective effort to create 
social change. The program is part of the Center Pole community organization on the Crow 
Reservation in Montana, a Native-led nonprofit focused on local political advocacy, direct 
service provision, and youth empowerment in the Apsaálooke (Crow) community. 
 
 

Curriculum Components 
o Basketball Skill Development 
o Mindfulness Training  
o Pathway to College Class (PTC) 
o Community Action Project Class (CAP) 

 
 

Program Goals  
 

Success in our program happens when our students begin to use the practice of “transformative 
resistance” (action that transforms oppressive conditions and creates social justice) in the 
following four areas: 
 

1. In the body: By developing excellent basketball training habits to improve their 
abilities as players, and even more so, to avoid the many endemic health problems 
present in reservation communities. 

 
2. In the heart, mind, and spirit: By increasing self-love, love for their traditional 

culture, and healing from past traumatic experience so that they can effectively 
embody the ideals of compassion and justice in all that they do and in the way that 
they treat all beings.  

 
3. In school: By pursuing academic success and higher education for the purpose of 

rejoining their community to give back and create positive change.  
 

4. In the community and in the greater world: By carrying out visible and effective 
forms of action for social change.  

 
This concept of transformative resistance is adapted from Daniel Solórzano and Dolores 
Delgado-Bernal’s 2001 article titled, “Examining Transformational Resistance Through a 
Critical Race and Latcrit Theory Framework: Chicana and Chicano students in an Urban 
Context,” published in the academic journal “Urban Education” about the ways in which 
Chicana and Chicano students resist oppressive conditions in their schools and in their lives in 
general.  
 
We formally evaluated our success through written surveys and in-person interviews of both 
students and parents as well as the use of Charles Schneider’s “Children’s Hope Scale.” High 
hope levels are correlated with strong mental health and potential for success in reaching 
personal and academic goals. 


